IDEAS IN DESIGN

RETAIL

LabSolue

The air smells sweeter at the Hotel Magna Pars in Milan, a 39-suite
property owned by Roberto Martone that sits where his family’s perfume
factory once stood. With the moniker Hotel à Parfum, it’s no surprise
that fragrance is embedded into the details of the space: Each suite is
named after and inspired by a different olfactory element (Gardenia,
Bergamot, and Patchouli, to name a few). Similar essences are
illustrated through commissioned art pieces, and an aromatic garden
blooms in the courtyard. The most recent addition to the property is a
perfume laboratory called LabSolue where guests can bottle their own
custom-made scent with the help of an onsite nose. Designed by Ambra
and Giorgia Martone (Roberto’s daughters), the space is a nod to the
pharmaceutical laboratory of cosmetic brand Marvin, another facet
of family’s portfolio. Within the store’s floor-to-ceiling glass walls—an
existing feature from architects Luciano Maria Colombo, Paola Benelli,
and Roberto Murgia, who collectively designed the hotel—are wooden
cabinets and countertops reminiscent of a contemporary chemistry
workspace, industrial beams, and steel light fixtures. Objects from the
family archive, along with fragrance-filled glass funnels and bottles,
complete the modern-day apothecary’s led-by-the-nose design.
—Courtney Kenefick

UP AND COMING

Garciavelez
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Carlos Garciavelez can handle the scale of a building: He’s a trained
architect who studied at RISD. He recently realized, though, that
designing for the body is equally gratifying—and far more manageable.
“On the scale of a human form, the reward is faster,” he says. Fashion
has long been in pursuit of the 31-year-old New Yorker, originally from
Mexico, who debuted his menswear label Garciavelez earlier this year.
It narrowly missed being his undergraduate major, and inched closer
during a stint at interiors firm Gabellini Sheppard. The stars aligned
after Garciavelez finished his master’s degree at Harvard’s Graduate
School of Design and took a summer internship at Alexander McQueen.
“Everything was arranged for the [‘Savage Beauty’] show at the Met,” he
recalls. “I was in the archives, having a very intimate moment looking at
garments, and fell in love.” He set to work, completing his first collection in
six months. Created for city-dwellers with an active lifestyle (he says his
muse is “the cultural nomad”), the garments’ elegant shapes and flexible
fabrics effortlessly transition from day to night. Thus far, each collection
has taken on an ephemeral theme: spring/summer 2016 riffs on Donald
Judd’s clever manipulations of light, while fall/winter 2015 (a look from
which is pictured) contemplates the horizon line via paneled suits and
intricate pleated yokes. The new brand’s e-commerce site launched last
month, but Garciavelez dreams of designing a brick-and-mortar store.
“I’d design the clothing, the racks, the building,” he says. “It’d be the most
incredible demonstration as a designer—all the scales coming together.”
—Tiffany Jow
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